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ABSTRACT

Selective encryption technology can be applied efficiently to
visual data in scalable representation. In this work we exper-
imentally compare different ways to represent DCT-encoded
visual data in a scalable way in terms of their suitability for
partial encryption. We find that MPEG-2 SNR scalability is
superior to several other approaches.

1. INTRODUCTION

Encryption schemes for multimedia data need to be specifi-
cally designed to protect multimedia content and fulfil the se-
curity requirements for a particular multimedia application.
For example, real-time encryption of an entire video stream
using classical ciphers requires heavy computation due to the
large amounts of data involved, but many multimedia ap-
plications require security on a much lower level (e.g. TV
news broadcasting [6]). In this context, several selective en-
cryption schemes have been proposed recently which do not
strive for maximum security, but trade off security for com-
putational complexity. The (historically) first and most nu-
merous attempts have been made to secure DCT-based mul-
timedia representations, among them the selective encryp-
tion of MPEG streams [2, 10] has attracted the most atten-
tion. This has been accomplished by encrypting I-frames (or
I-encoded macroblocks) only [1], by manipulating motion
vector data [12, 14], or by manipulating coefficients: [11]
proposes coefficient permutation, [2, 14] suggest to scramble
coefficient data. One of the most recent proposals [12] has
been made in the context of MPEG-4 IPMP and cleary shows
that selectively encrypting MPEG data while maintaining bit-
stream compliance implies a significant processing overhead.
In case a selective encryption process requires a multimedia
bitstream to be parsed in order to identify the parts to be sub-
jected to encryption, the problem of high processing over-
head occurs in general. For example, in order to selectively
protect DC and large AC coefficients of a JPEG image (as
suggested by some authors), the file needs to be parsed for
the EOB symbols 0x00 to identify the start of a new 8× 8
pixels block (with two exceptions: if 0xFF is followed by
0x00, 0x00 is used as a stuffbit and has to be ignored and
if AC63 (the last AC-Coefficient) not equals 0 there will be
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no 0x00 and the AC coefficients have to be counted). Un-
der such circumstances, selective encryption will not help to
reduce the processing demands of the entire application [9].

A possible solution to this problem is to use the visual
data in the form of scalable bitstreams. In such bitstreams
the data is already organized in layers according to its vi-
sual importance and the bitstreams do not have to be parsed
to identify the parts that should be protected by the encryp-
tion process. In previous work [3, 4, 5], several suggestions
have been made to exploit the base and enhancement layer
structure of the MPEG-2 scalable profiles as well as to use
the MPEG-4 FGS [13] for this purpose. However, there ex-
ist several possibilities how to organize MPEG data into base
and enhancement layers and it is not clear which variant is
most suited for the selective encryption application.

In this work we systematically investigate the different
possibilities how to organize DCT-coded visual data into sev-
eral quality layers (Section 2) and we experimentally com-
pare the respective applicability to the selective encryption
application in Section 3. Section 4 concludes the paper and
provides an outlook to further work in this direction.

2. LAYERED RESPRESENTATION OF DCT-CODED
VISUAL DATA

The basic idea of DCT-based scalable coding is to organize
the data into a base layer which contains a low quality ap-
proximation to the original data and several enhancement
layers which, if combined with the base layer, successively
improve the quality. The MPEG-2 scalability profile pro-
vides three types of scalability:
• SNR Scalability: the base layer contains a full resolu-

tion but strongly quantized version of the video, the en-
hancement layers consist of DCT coefficient differences
to weaker quantized versions of the data.

• Resolution Scalability: the base layer is a low resolu-
tion version of the video (usually generated by repeated
weighted averaging and subsequent downsampling), the
enhancement layers contain the difference between dif-
ferent resolutions of the data.

• Temporal Scalability: the base layer is a version of the
video with reduced frame rate, the enhancement lay-
ers simply contain the frames required to achieve higher
frame rates.
Additionally, in the context of DVB there exists a way to

partition MPEG-2 data into more and less important parts in
order to enable unequal error protection functionality, where
leading DCT coefficients and motion vector data constitute
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the important part and high frequency DCT coefficients the
less important part. However, special MPEG units support-
ing this functionality are required.

MPEG-2 scalbility profiles have not found wide accep-
tance due to several reasons, reduced coding efficiency in
case of using a high number of enhancement layers among
them. The obvious advantages in the context of confidential
video transmission might change this in the future. Addition-
ally, the MPEG committee has recently launched a call for
proposals for a scalable video codec which should overcome
the problems of MPEG-2.

Since no MPEG software is publicly available which im-
plements all scalability modes, we use the progressive JPEG
modes from the JPEG extended system [7]. As we shall
see, the different progressive JPEG modes perfectly simulate
the types of MPEG scalability. In JPEG, the terminology is
changed from layers to scans.

• Hierarchical progressive mode (HP): an image pyramid
is constructed by repeated weighted averaging and down-
sampling. The lowest resolution approximation is stored
as JPEG (i.e. the first scan), reconstructed, bilinearly up-
sampled, and the difference to the next resolution level is
computed and stored as JPEG with different quantization
strategy (similar to P and B frames in MPEG). This is re-
peated until the top level of the pyramid is reached. This
mode corresponds well to MPEG-2 resolution scalability.

• Sequential progressive modes
– Spectral selection (SS): the first scan contains the DC

coefficients from each block of the image, subsequent
scans may consist of a varying number of AC coef-
ficients, always taking an equal number from each
block. This mode is very similar to the abovemen-
tioned DVB/MPEG-2 data partitioning scheme.

– Successive approximation (SA): the most significant
bits of all coefficients are organized in the first scan,
the second scan contains the next bit corresponding
to the binary representation of the coefficients, and
so on. Since quantization is highly related to reduc-
ing the bit depth of coefficents, this mode behaves
similarly to SNR scalability.

The JPEG standard also allows to mix different modes
– an important example is to use the DC coefficient as first
scan, the subsequent scans contain the binary representation
of the AC coefficients as defined by successive approxima-
tion (we denote this mode as mixed (MM)). The three modes
allow a different amount of scans. Whereas spectral selec-
tion offers a maximum of 64 scans, the hierarchical pro-
gressive mode is restricted to 5 or 6 sensible scans (given a
28×28 pixels image). Successive approximation mostly uses
a maximum of 10 scans (depending on the data type used for
coefficient representation). Similar to the scalability profile
of MPEG-2, the JPEG progressive modes are not used very
much and are poorly supported and documented in commer-
cial software. Although providing much better functionality
for transmission based applications, the compression perfor-
mance could be expected to decrease using JPEG progres-
sive modes. As a matter of fact, compression performance
is at least as good as for the baseline system and often better
(Fig. 1 shows the rate distortion performance of the Pho-
toshop baseline and progressive JPEG versions). However,
the computational demand for encoding and decoding is of
course higher.

Figure 1: Compression performance (Lena image with 5122

pixels and 8bpp) of Photoshops’ baseline JPEG and progres-
sive JPEG (with 3 and 5 scans).

This also serves as an excellent example how poorly doc-
umented the progressive JPEG modes are – there is no hint in
the Photoshop documentation what type of progressive mode
is employed. All subsequently used images are in 8bpp 5122

pixels format.

3. SELECTIVE ENCRYPTION USING LAYERED
REPRESENTATION

The basic idea of selectively encrypting visual data in lay-
ered representation is to simply encrypt the base layer or the
scans containing the perceptually most relevant information.
In this case, the enhancement layers or remaining scans may
be expected to contain data which is useless on its own al-
though given in plaintext. Of course, this is not true in case
of temporal scalability since the enhancement layer contains
entire frames. As a consequence, temporal scalability can
not be used for layered encryption.

Decoding a partially encrypted image by treating the en-
crypted data as being unencrypted leads to images severely
degraded be noise type patterns (which originate form the en-
crypted parts, see Figs. 2.a and 3.a). Using these images to
judge the security of the system leads to misinterpretations
since a hostile attacker can do much better. In particular, an
attacker could simply ignore the encrypted parts (which can
be easily identified by statistical means) or replace them by
typical non-noisy data. This kind of attack is called “error-
concealment” [12] or “replacement attack” [8] in the litera-
ture.

Figs. 2.b and 3.b clearly show that there can be still in-
formation left in the unencrypted parts of the data after se-
lective encryption has been applied – in case of direct recon-
struction this is hidden by the high frequency noise pattern.
As a consequence, in order to facilitate a sound evaluation
and comparison of the four modes to be considered, they are
evaluated after a replacement attack has been mounted.

In order to be able to compare the different JPEG pro-
gressive modes for their suitability to follow the selective
encryption approach, we set the amount of data to be en-
crypted to approximately 10 and 30%, respectivly. Since we
use a 10 bit representation for quantized DCT coefficients,
the percentages can be exactly achived in SA mode by en-
crypting the corresponding number of bitplanes. For HP, we
get 31,25% of the original data encrypted by building a three
level pyramid and encrypting the lowest resolution plus the
first residual, and 8,3% by building a six level pyramid and
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(a) direct reconstruction (b) replacement attack

Figure 2: Lena image; a three level pyramid in HP mode is
used with the lowest resolution encrypted

(a) direct reconstruction (b) replacement attack

Figure 3: Mandrill image; SS mode is used with DC and first
AC coefiicient encrypted

encrypting the lowest resolution plus the three next residu-
als. SS facilitates protection of 29,7% and 9,3% of the data
by encrypting 19 or 6 coefficients, respectively. Finally, we
achieve encryption of 31,09% and 11,4% in the case of MM
by scrambling the DC coefficients and one bitplane or three
bitplanes, respectively.

The replacement attack is conducted as follows: for HP,
the encrypted first scan is replaced by an equally sized image
with constant gray value and eventually encrypted residuals
are replaced by constant zero residuals. For SS an encrypted
bitplane is replaced by a constant 0 bitplane, and for SA the
encrypted coefficients are replaced by zeros.

HP SS SA MM
Lena, 10% enc. 14.8 14.6 7.0 6.8
Lena, 30% enc. 14.7 14.5 6.2 6.4
Mandrill, 10% enc. 17.5 16.8 7.5 7.3
Mandrill, 30% enc. 17.0 16.2 6.4 6.4

Table 1: Objective quality (PSNR in dB) of reconstructed
iamges

Table 1 shows the PSNR values of the different tech-
niques applied to the Lena and Mandrill image. Note that
in contrast to a compression application, a method exhibiting

low PSNR values is most desirable (since this implies low
image quality and therefore good resistance against the re-
placement attack). HP and SS show very similar results (at
about 14.5 - 17.5 dB depending on the image and percentage
of encryption) as well as do SA and MM at a much lower
level (at 6.4 - 7.5 dB). However, it is interesting to note that
there is not much numerical difference between the encryp-
tion of 10% and 30% of the data. As a consequence, we ex-
pect to perform SA and MM much better in terms of security
as compared to HP and SS. In Fig. 4 we visually compare the
reconstructed images underlying the numerical data of Table
1.

Figure 4: Subjective quality of reconstructed Lena image,
10% of the data encrypted (HP,SS,SA,MM, in clockwise di-
rection starting at the upper left image).

The numerical results are clearly confirmed by visual in-
spection. Whereas HP and SS clearly exhibit still remaining
high frequency information (which are much clearer in the
HP case), almost no information is visible for SA and MM
where the images are dominated by noise. This noise comes
from the fact that on average 50% of the coefficients (no mat-
ter if high or low frequency) have been altered at their MSB
in the binary representation which results in those randomly
looking images. Note that the replacement attack is not effec-
tive in the case of SA and MM since no matter if directly re-
constructed or under the replacement attack always on aver-
age 50% of the coefficents are altered at their MSB position.
Although the results of SA and MM look rather satisfying
from a security point of view, there is still visual information
related to the original image left. Fig. 5 shows that this re-
maining information may be enhanced using simple image
processing operations which leads to the conclusion that ob-
viously MM is the most secure variant of our investigated
selective encryption schemes and is the only one that can be
securly operated at a level of encrypting 10% of the data.
The additionally encrypted DC coefficient makes MM much
more resistant against reconstruction as compared to SA.

Increasing the amount of encrypted data up to 30% does
not leave any perceptaully relevant information in the re-
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(a) MM (b) SA

Figure 5: Images from Fig. 4 median filtered (3x3 kernel)
und blurred (5x5 filter).

maining data in the case of SA and MM. Little information is
left in case of SS applied to the Lena image, HP still reveals
some edge and texture information. The Mandrill image con-
tains much high frequency information which is still visible
after encrypting 30% for both, the HP and SS modes (see
Fig. 6).

Figure 6: Subjective quality of the reconstructed Mandrill
image, 30% of the data encrypted (comparison of HP and SS
modes).

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have seen that selective encryption using the hierarchical
progressive and spectral selection JPEG modes still leaves
perceptually relevant information in the remaining data after
encrypting 30% of the original image data. Successive ap-
proximation and especially a hybrid variant which addition-
ally protects the DC coefficient deliver much better results in
terms of security. Relating these results to the MPEG case,
SNR scalability will be most suited to apply selective encryp-
tion to scalable video data. In future work we will investigate
the resistance of SNR scalability based selective encryption
against a reconstruction attack [8] and we will additionally
use the GOP structure of MPEG video to additionally lower
the encryption effort (i.e. a lower percentage of data is en-
crypted for P and B frames as compared to I frames).
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